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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
In January this year Boeing announced that it had delivered its

Other concerns include:

first pair of ‘all electric’ satellites, for which we are awaiting
launch at the time of print. It is an appropriate time to visit this

t &MFDUSJDQSPQVMTJPOTBUFMMJUFTBSFPOMZDBQBCMFPGNPEFSBUFQBZ-

new technology and its impact on the satellite communications

MPBETJ[FTBOEBSFMJNJUFEJOUIFOVNCFSPGUSBOTQPOEFSTUIFZ

industry.

can carry
t /FX UFDIOPMPHZ BOE IFSJUBHF PG DPNQPOFOUT o IPX SFMJBCMF

Ion thrusters and electric propulsion have been in use since

are these new satellites?

NASA’s Mercury Ion Engine in 1964. However, Boeing’s spacecraft

t 5IFZ BSF QSJNBSJMZ NBSLFUFE JO B EVBMMBVODI DPOGJHVSBUJPO

represent an industry first. They are the first to be raised to a geo-

This means the operator has to find a co-passenger compatible

stationary orbit using mainly electric or ion propulsion. Previously,

with its own satellite requirements in terms of antennas,

chemical propellants were used exclusively to place geostationary

weight, etc., as well as in terms of schedule.

satellites into their orbit 35, 786 km above the Earth.
To sum up, electric propulsion satellites have the potential to
Electric propulsion satellites have various pros and cons that

reduce delivery times and launch costs, but are unproven in orbit

must be weighed carefully.

and add to the overall project timeline due to the increased orbit
raising period.

Electric satellites are simpler, safer, smaller and lighter. This
means:

It is too soon to identify the trend, if any, when it comes to electric propulsion satellites. The risk-averse satellite industry is in

t "MPXFSQMBUGPSNDPTU TJNQMJGJFETUSVDUVSFBOETIPSUFSEFMJWFSZ
time (due to fewer parts)

watch-and-wait mode regarding the outcome of the new launches. These will be monitored with great interest, I’m sure.

t 4BGFSPQFSBUJPOTBUMBVODITJUF GVFMMJOHUIFTBUFMMJUFJTVOOFDessary)
t -PXFSMBVODIDPTUT EVFUPMPXFSTBUFMMJUFNBTT

Having said that, innovation and the adoption of new technology
are crucial to the success of any industry, including satellite communications. Electric propulsion satellites have great potential to

On the other hand, the use of electric propulsion to insert the sat-

becoming a mainstay in our geostationary orbit.

ellite into geostationary orbit increases the duration of the satellite’s launch mission to at least five (5) to eight (8) months. This

* MPPL GPSXBSE UP B TVDDFTTGVM MBVODI BOE DPNNFSDJBMJ[BUJPO PG

raises several concerns during the orbit raising process:

the new electric propulsion satellites. The innovators in our
industry are to be congratulated for taking the bold first steps.

t /PSFWFOVFHFOFSBUFE BOEUIFTBUFMMJUFPQFSBUPSNBZIBWFUP

This pioneering spirit bodes well for the entire satellite industry.

start repaying financiers directly after launch
t (SFBUFS JPOJ[BUJPO JNQBDU PO UIF TBUFMMJUFT FMFDUSPOJDT EVF UP
the Earth’s radiation belt
t 3JTLPGDPMMJTJPOXJUIPUIFSTQBDFEFCSJTBUMPXBMUJUVEF

Paul Brown-Kenyon
President, APSCC

FEATURES

Electric Satellites - Lighter and
Smarter
François Gaullier, Vice President, Bus Products & Customer Support,
Telecommunications Satellites, Airbus Defence and Space

Electric propulsion makes it possible to reduce the mass of satellites, leading to lower launch costs for a
given mission and/or a more capable satellite for a given mass. Airbus Defence and Space has been using
electric propulsion for station keeping for more than ten years, and is building the first large satellites using
only electric propulsion for initial orbit raising.

Efficient but smooth
Most often, the thrusters powering satellites are, to put it simply, just miniature versions of the ones used on
the launcher. Thrust is usually generated by expelling hot gas, resulting from the combustion produced in
DPNCJOJOHUXPDIFNJDBMT BGVFMBOEBOPYJEJ[FS$IFNJDBMUISVTUFSTBSFQPXFSGVMCVUDPOTVNFBMPUPGGVFM
for satellites using chemical propulsion, a large amount of the launch mass is propellant.
In contrast, electric thrusters are less ‘mass-hungry’ but have far lower thrust. Electric propulsion (EP) replaces the chemicals usually used with a much smaller quantity of noble gas such as xenon, ejected at very high
TQFFEoUIFIJHIFSUIFTQFFE UIFIJHIFSUIFFGGJDJFODZ NFBTVSFECZUIFTQFDJGJDJNQVMTF *TQ UIFMFTTNBTT
needed for a given manoeuvre or the cumulated change in velocity.

Masses
On a geo satellite using only chemical propulsion, and weighing six tonnes at launch, roughly two tonnes of
QSPQFMMBOU GVFMBOEPYJEJ[FS BSFOFFEFEGPSJOJUJBMPSCJUSBJTJOH UISFFUPGJWFNBOPFVWSFTQFSGPSNFEJOBCPVU
one week) and one tonne is needed for station keeping (small periodic manoeuvres all along the 15+ years of
mission). If one or both types of manoeuvre are performed using electric propulsion, less propellant is needed
and accordingly, the satellite is lighter. The gain is significantly higher when both orbit raising and station
keeping are done with electric propulsion, compared to when only station keeping uses electric propulsion.
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Station keeping

DirecTV 15 under test

Eurostar E3000e

Station keeping relates to the manoeuvres needed to

A key element then is the use of reliable solutions that keep overall system costs under control and reduce

maintain the satellite within its assigned operational ‘box’

the duration of orbit raising. After several years’ development to implement EOR on its Eurostar offering,

in geostationary orbit (a kind of cube roughly 70 km on a

building on a sound and proven product line and making it evolve gradually, Airbus Defence and Space suc-

side), counteracting gravitational effects and solar wind

cessfully introduced the new Eurostar E3000EOR version (in short, E3000e) to the market in 2014 with two

that tend to make it drifting away.

contracts from two major operators, SES and Eutelsat. These two contracts exemplify different aspects of the
benefits electric propulsion can bring to satellite operators, in different segments of the market. With the

For this the satellite propulsion system generates small

reduction in launch mass full electric orbit raising allows, extremely powerful missions can be offered with

thrusts periodically, throughout the 15+ years of opera-

payloads of typically 15kW/1500 kg for 5-6 tonne class satellites (i.e. including the Ariane upper position), or

tions. The total energy needed for station keeping over

regular missions above 10 kW with lower launch costs (incl. Ariane lower position or Falcon 9).

the mission is roughly half the amount needed for initial
orbit raising from a standard geo transfer orbit - where
the satellite separates from the launcher.
Since the programme’s inception Airbus Defence and
Space has proposed electric (plasma) propulsion for station keeping as an option on its flagship Eurostar E3000
platform.
Electric station keeping has been successfully operated in

SES-12 artist view

Eutelsat 172B artist’s view

orbit for more than 10 years, with more than 25,000 hours
of thruster firing accumulated by seven Eurostar satellites
for operators Intelsat, Inmarsat, Eutelsat and Yahsat. Six

With SES-12, the full electric raising solution is enabling SES to combine two large and powerful missions on

more Eurostar E3000 models equipped with electric pro-

the same satellite: a high power broadcast mission, and a flexible fixed services mission with a multibeam

pulsion are in production, including the DirecTV 15 satel-

processed payload. With more than 15 kW of payload power, SES-12 is the most powerful satellite ever

lite to be launched in a few weeks. The Alphasat satellite

ordered by SES, and the most powerful European satellite.

based on the new high capacity European platform
Alphabus is also equipped with electric propulsion for sta-

Electric Propulsion Thruster Module Assembly on a
Eurostar E3000 satellite

tion keeping.

Eutelsat 172B, with 11+ kW of payload power, will be the first high power satellite in the 3 tonne class (3500
kg). Eutelsat 172B is a highly innovative high-performance satellite, hosting three separate payloads: a
C-band payload of 14 physical transponders, a regular Ku-band payload of 36 physical transponders and a
high throughput Ku-band payload. It will be the first electric satellite to launch with Ariane, the reduction in

Electric orbit raising

mass enabling the powerful satellite to be launched in the lower position, offering lower launch costs.

Since initial orbit raising from geo transfer orbit to geostationary altitude demands by far the largest amount
of energy from the satellite (about 12 to 15% of the total launch velocity), this is where electric propulsion

The Eurostar E3000e platform is equipped with new generation electric (plasma) engines which offer an

has the largest mass saving potential. Its use however has been hindered by the low thrust produced by elec-

acceptable time to orbit even for large/powerful missions. These 5kW class plasma engines require a large

tric engines, typically 5000 times less powerful than liquid apogee engines. Small thrust is not a problem for

electrical power supply, which makes them a good match with large and powerful satellites: their electrical

station keeping, since orbit maintenance manoeuvres can be long and smooth. But for station acquisition, it

TZTUFNJTTJ[FEGPSUIFIJHIQPXFSQBZMPBE XIJDINBLFTMBSHFQPXFSGVMMZBWBJMBCMFGPSPSCJUSBJTJOHCFGPSF

means a longer time before entry into operational service and for a commercial satellite, deferred revenues.

the payload is switched on.

High power electric propulsion systems also have a cost such that electric satellites are rather more expensive than their chemical counterparts. Finally, there are also some constraints related to the EOR phase (radiation, operations), the severity of which is commensurate with the duration.

Time to orbit
Many of the proposed electric propulsion systems require times to GEO of more than six months due to low

This means that electric orbit raising (EOR) pays off when the reduction in launch cost or additional mission

thrust. In most circumstances however, six months appear the longest acceptable time for commercial satel-

capabilities more than compensate for the extra cost, deferred revenues and other constraints.

lites, and two-three months the target. As the total energy required is proportional to the satellite mass for a
given change in velocity, raising large satellites means even more time, so EOR has initially been proposed
for relatively small satellites, so as not to exceed acceptable time to orbit.
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To achieve faster EOR, more powerful thrusters, or more numerous thrusters are used, as long as the cost

This includes:

SFNBJOTSFBTPOBCMFBOEUIFUPUBMQPXFSSFRVJSFNFOUTEPOPUSFRVJSFTPMBSBSSBZT FUDUPCFPWFSTJ[FEXJUI

- A ground localisation system to detect non-nominal trajectories and if necessary establish contact with the

regard to the communications mission needs. Another option is to consider a mix of chemical propulsion for
UIFGJSTUQBSUPGPSCJUSBJTJOH GPMMPXFECZ&03GPSUIFSFNBJOJOHQBSU PSCJUUPQQJOH oBDPNQSPNJTFCFUXFFO
mass reduction and orbit raising duration, the cost being a double propulsion system.

spacecraft in a few hours.
- Enhanced satellite autonomy, with manoeuvres planned on a weekly basis and interrupted only in case of
critical anomalies.
- Operations limited to one shift of eight hours per week, including manoeuvre planning, telemetry recording

Airbus DS currently uses high thrust Hall Effect Thrusters (HET), and we observe an increase of thrust with

for off line analysis, and ranging sessions.

new engines completing their development. HET engines of the latest generation such as Fakel SPT140D or
Snecma PPS5000 have three to four times the thrust of current engines such as Fakel SPT100 or Snecma
PPS1350, whilst their efficiency (specific impulse, Isp) is improved by 20%.

Outlook
Electric propulsion has significant potential and technical solutions are available for satellite design, satellite

Depending on the initial orbit (in turn, depending on launcher/satellite matching) Airbus DS can currently pro-

to launcher/orbit optimisation and safe operations. EP pays off when it makes it possible to increase/maxi-

pose full EOR in three-five months. In other words, high thrust engines make it possible to offer an acceptable

mise the useable capacity for a given launcher or to decrease mass so as to lower launch cost, and the relat-

EOR duration, even for large and powerful missions.

ed benefits compensate for the additional cost and operational constraints. This is not always the case,
depending on mission needs and considering the system at large (incl. satellite/launcher/orbit), so EP could
become a standard only if the evolution is such that, ultimately, it leads to lower satellite cost and shorter

New generation platforms

EOR duration.

While we are currently observing increased operator interest in electric propulsion, leading to an increasing
number of demands to consider this option in proposals, it is difficult so far to anticipate what shares of

'VSUIFSNPSFXIJMTUUIFUFDIOPMPHZJTQSPWFO JUTJOEVTUSJBMJ[BUJPOPG&1QSPEVDUTJTOPUZFUBTNBUVSFBTGPS

orders electric propulsion will represent in the future. Airbus DS is currently working on the new generation

chemical propulsion satellites. Total procurement cost will in the future benefit from the spread of the EP

known as Eurostar Neo, that will progressively take over from the current Eurostars in the future. The design

solution, which triggers a virtuous circle.

of the platform covering a large range from 7 to 22kW of payload power is optimised for EOR, but all versions
from full chemical to full electric will be available.

It cannot be ascertained whether and when EP will represent 20 or 50 % of orders but it is clear that satellite
contractors will have to offer both electric and chemical satellites (or hybrids) for a number of years.

Typical Electric Orbit Strategy

François Gaullier has been working in satellite developments and operations for more than 25

Operations
Together with the satellite design and definition of the orbit raising strategy, we ensure development of the
necessary means to make EOR Launch and Early Operations Phase (LEOP) operations safe, robust and cost

years. He is currently responsible in Airbus Defence and Space for telecom satellite platform product
developments and customer support. He has acquired extensive experience in in-orbit operations, serving new developments. Since 2012, François has also been heading the development of the Eurostar full
electric version E3000e, first models of which are currently in production.

effective.
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INTERVIEW

Interview with
Christian Patouraux, CEO,
Kacific Broadband
Satellite

Q

Is satellite relevant in the 2015 telecoms landscape?
If so for how long?
t High throughput Ka-band satellites are changing the fundamentals of the traditional satellite

bandwidth business. The availability of a wide bandwidth of RF spectrum in the Ka-band allows us to re-think
our notions about the competitiveness of satellites, through the reuse of that spectrum multiple times in a
high power spot beam scenario.
While Ku-band has been around for about 40 years, its use has generally been restricted to TV broadcasters
and governments because of the underlying high costs per bit and limited bandwidth availability. On the other
hand, at most orbital slots there is much more bandwidth available at Ka-band than at Ku-band. This allows
Ka-band operators to uniquely address tightly formed antennas beams on the uplink over a particular geography, while reusing the same downlink frequencies over and over. This allows for higher throughput, as the
IJHIQPXFSBDIJFWFEJOUIFTFTIBQFECFBNTMFUTVTUPVUJMJ[FWFSZIJHIPSEFSNPEVMBUJPOTDIFNFTBOEUIVT
have very high data rates and total throughput capacity.
Ka-band systems have now come into their own, offering a higher bandwidth service and at much lower data
transmission costs than current C and Ku-band solutions. The tightly focused spot beams allow for very effective geographic targeting and efficient satellite payload designs. And the Ka-band ground terminal equipment

Kacific Broadband Satellite has a vision of driving economic growth throughout the Pacific

available today is much smaller than Ku- or C-band equipment and much cheaper and much easier to set up.
Thus Ka-band start-up costs are now cheaper; designs are more mature and longer lasting. This enables

with low cost, high throughput satellite broadband. Kacific is developing a broadband offer-

green-field companies like Kacific to successfully start a new satellite service and offer underserved markets

ing for the 40 million people in underserved markets in the Pacific islands, New Zealand,

turnkey solutions requiring minimal investments from customers.

Kacific plans to launch its first
Ka-band HTS satellite in 2017.

eastern Indonesia and Papua New Guinea. It will address the gap in supply with a satellite
specifically designed for this market using multi-beam high throughput communications
transmitting over the Ka Band direct to end users’ premises. Kacific will launch its satellite
in 2017, offering direct internet access, via wholesale channels, to 99 percent of the government agencies, institutions, businesses and households within the total footprint area from
2017.
Kacific’s Ka-band satellite will address clusters of tightly formed beams at individual target geographies in the Pacific, shaping them
to achieve very high data rates and total throughput capacity, so providing a ubiquitous and affordable service.

Q

So it’s really about providing satellite broadband to consumers?
t Actually, across much of the Pacific consumer broadband means community broadband, because

when you connect a school you connect a community and everyone in it. Schools, together with community
centres, health clinics and churches, provide Wi-Fi for the villages. That opens the door for OTT applications.
Youtube provides news and entertainment to communities that have no access to broadcast television. And
Skype allows them to keep in touch with family working in New Zealand and Australia.

Q

But isn’t satellite an interim measure, with fiber connectivity the
real end point?
t Not at all. Cable and fiber are great if end-users can connect. But they benefit mainly concentrated

populations near the cable landing points. To reach the remainder of the population you have to provide conOFDUJWJUZGSPNUIFMBOEJOHQPJOU'PSNBOZQMBDFToBOE*TMBOETUBUFTJOQBSUJDVMBSoGJCFSXJMMOFWFSFOUJSFMZ
solve the problem. Populations are too dispersed, too remote and inaccessible to cost-justify fiber. This won’t
change in the next 20 years, and national economic uplift requires immediate nationwide connectivity.
Satellite broadband is clearly a complementary part of the solution.
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Q

Can you outline the business case for a Ka-band satellite service
for the Pacific?
t Kacific is about providing spectrum to dispersed populations. Rather than concentrating on the

technology, we created our business case around addressing the unique characteristics of the Pacific region:
sparsely populated, geographically highly dispersed nations with less spending power than more mature
countries.
But it’s not just about spectrum: it’s about how service design responds to needs on the ground. Not all
Ka-band projects aer equal. To reach lower costs, a project must be tailored to each individiual countries. But
a specific Ka-band architecture, with tightly focused beams, looks sufficiently disruptive in end-user pricing to
be a game-changer in making the Internet universally available, particularly when combined with inexpensive, lightweight and easy-to-install access points. That is what differentiates our system.
Our combination of affordable bandwidth and cheap, easy-to-install Ka-band terminals will generate more
mid-term demand for Internet, as happenned in Africa and Middle East where the adoption of high-speed
Internet triggered an Internet access revolution.

Q

What are the most significant opportunities for satellite broadband
in the Pacific?
t Our market assessment shows huge demand by SMEs, institutions and governments. Take educa-

tion: schools on small islands still suffer from lack of Internet access and prohibitive costs. Governments are
factoring improved connectivity into their disaster management plans. There is also definitely a demand for
end-user connectivity, which can be met initially through satellite powered community WiFi/WiMax hotspots.
Internet consumption will be boosted by these community access points, and the demand for at-home broadband subscriptions will grow. Only a purpose-designed Ka-band satellite service will be able to offer such a
ubiquitous and affordable service.

Kacific’s customers will be able to enjoy a fast affordable broadband service using small (75 cm), inexpensive and easy-to-install
VSAT antennae.

12
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Q

What are the challenges for satellite broadband in the Pacific?
t The primary challenge is one of perception. Cable and fiber operators have done a tremendous job

of convincing many in the Pacific that terrestrial pipes are a complete solution and that satellite bandwidth is
DPTUMZBOEVOSFMJBCMF/FJUIFSJTUSVF BTPVSQBSUOFSTJOHPWFSONFOUTBOEUFMDPTBSFTUBSUJOHUPSFBMJ[F5IFZ
understand that satellite reaches the parts that fiber cannot reach economically, that satellite secures vital
fiber connectivity against outages, and that VSAT terminals are inexpensive, easy to install and to redeploy.

Q

But what about rain fade and latency?
Aren’t they Ka-band’s real weakness?
t Not at all. While South East Asia and the Pacific are rain-prone regions, rain fade has a largely

negligible impact on Ka-band performance. And that can be actively managed. We can design a system to
deliver 99.2% availability on a 75cm Kacific terminal. With 1.2m terminals we can reach more than 99.7%.
And we can achieve more than 99.8% at the aggregate level, dispersed across hundreds of deployed terminals. For most applications that communities want, this is very acceptable. So the real question is: would customers prefer high bandwidth for 23 hours and 48 minutes each day at very low cost, or low bandwidth for 23
hours and 59 minutes a day at high cost? Our view, confirmed by our customer traction, is that Pacific people
are reallistic: speed matters; price matters.
As for latency, it affects diffferent types of Internet traffic in different ways. Most applications that local communities use are insensitive to it. Latency matters for applications like real-time currency trading and first
person shooter online games, which require fast-twitch real time interactivity. But for applications like video
streaming, once the stream is flowing and bandwidth is the primary driver of service quality, thanks to buffering. Low cost bandwidth and lots of it, easily trumps latency.
And for voice or other traffic that is more sensitive to latency, Kacific is designing a star network and a loopback component, which covers its target markets and provides a route to Kacific’s loopback system to maintain quality of service.

Christian Patouraux is a satellite veteran who founded Kacific in 2013. Before that he developed satellite offerings in Asia
Pacific for MEASAT. He was Executive Vice President and Chief Development Officer at O3b Networks and spent 15 years with SES.
Christian holds a Master of Engineering from the University of Brussels, a Master in Aeronautics / Turbomachinery from the Von
Karman Institute and an MBA from INSEAD.
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Asian Satellite Industry Receives
Boost From Electric Propulsion
Carolyn Belle, Analyst, NSR

When the first wave of electric propulsion satellites captivated the satellite industry in 2012, Asia was at the
forefront. ABS of Hong Kong was one of two operators taking a risk as the inaugural customer of Boeing’s
new 702SP full electric platform. Two years - and no further commercial orders - later, Asia again came to the
stage via Indian start-up Aniara’s purchase of two electric propulsion satellites from Dauria Aerospace. All
together eight full electric propulsion (EP) satellites have been procured, with the first four scheduled to begin
operations this year.
In an industry worth $5 billion and 20-25 orders annually, eight satellites ordered in the span of three years is
a small fraction of the market pie. Yet the promise of EP in an increasingly competitive business means, if leveraged strategically, this technology could make a lasting impact on the shape of the industry as a whole and
Asia in particular.

Justifying The Trade-Off
The value proposition of EP is familiar: without the need for heavy chemical propellant, the satellite can either
have a lower mass and secure a cheaper launch price, or trade the mass savings for a larger payload. Both
routes result in a significantly lower capex for the final product. However, EP systems provide less thrust than
their chemical counterparts and consequently take months, instead of days, to reach their operating orbit and
start generating revenue. Furthermore, considering the variables of technological heritage, added manufacturing cost, and an evolving launch services market, the ultimate value of EP becomes a complex equation.
While not a solution for all satellite procurements, adoption of EP is primed to increase. By the end of the
decade, NSR forecasts that 16% of commercial GEO communications satellites ordered will employ full EP,
and 24% will use hybrid propulsion for orbit raising.
Over the same time period, Asian operators are anticipated to generate nearly a quarter of global demand for
commercial GEO communications satellites. Considering that 50% of EP orders to date have originated from
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Meeting Demand
Propulsion Type - Commercial GEO
Communications Satellite Orders, 2010 - 2024

Given the growing interest in EP, the technology will soon be a critical component of any GEO communicaChemical

Hybrid*

Electrical

tions satellite manufacturer’s portfolio. Multiple major western manufacturers have added EP options to their
platforms over the past year, with the remaining few in the process of developing such capabilities. As seen
in 2014 with the first EP sales by both Airbus Defence & Space and Dauria Aerospace, the market has not yet

25

settled on a favored technology or main supplier for EP satellites.

# Satellites

20

This nascent market opens the door for Asian manufacturers seeking to increase their global competitive-

15

ness. Japanese manufacturer MELCO, stepping off two contract wins in 2014, plans to offer hybrid propulsion
10

in 2015 as one means of making their DS-2000 platform more attractive. Full EP functionality will follow.

5

Similarly, China Great Wall Industry Corporation plans to offer hybrid propulsion on the new DFH-4S and DFH4E platforms, with full EP expected on DFH-5.
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2024

Source : NSR
*Hybrid for orbit raising

While NEC Corporation has not clarified the propulsion options for the recently announced NX-G platform, the
company’s experience with EP on Hayabusa-2 would support eventual development of an EP option to complement current plans to target small markets.

Asian operators, NSR expects Asia to continue accounting for a high market share of full EP and hybrid pro-

Though these platforms will only become available after those from their Western competitors, the large cap-

curements. This will include established regional players with multi-satellite fleets as well as emerging com-

tive market in Asia should help establish heritage and facilitate the eventual acceptance by the commercial

QBOJFT TVDIBT"OJBSB BUUIFGJSTUTUBHFTPGEFQMPZNFOU#PUIDBOVUJMJ[F&1UPUIFJSBEWBOUBHF

market.
EP is also of rising interest for orbital maneuvers in non-GEO platforms. Considering the wider engagement of

Commercial GEO Communications Satellite Orders, 2010 - 2024

Asian companies and research institutions in this market, it could prove a route into EP expertise. Korean firm

Central & Eastern Europe

Technology Research Association (NESTRA) have employed EP on their respective non-GEO platforms. While

9%
Western Europe

Satrec Initiative, China Academy of Space Technology (CAST), and Japanese Next Generation Space
the propulsion subsystem itself is not interchangeable from non-GEO to GEO applications, the heritage and

27%

lessons learned via non-GEO EP usage could be leveraged to expedite the development of a GEO EP system.

23%

Asia

Bottom Line
Electric propulsion satellites are poised to capture a growing portion of the international GEO communications market over the next decade, securing a role as one tool among many. EP will not be the right solution

North America

28%

for all satellites, but provides a diversity of choices that will enable operators to more strategically plan pro-

13%

DVSFNFOUT PQUJNJ[FDBQFY BOEQVSTVFHSFFOGJFMEPQQPSUVOJUJFT5IFVOJRVFEZOBNJDTPG"TJBBTBOFNFSHJOH

Rest of World
Source : NSR

For fleet operators, awareness of replacement needs far in advance mitigates EP satellites’ extended orbit

market already rife with competition, with local manufacturers seeking to expand their business, mean EP
could be the boost needed for Asian industry to mature and broaden its role on the world stage.
*Information for this article was extracted from NSR’s Satellite Manufacturing and Launch Services, 5th Edition report.

raising times and bolsters the cost advantages. For new players angling to be competitive or nations making
a first investment into space assets, the reduced capex could be the only way to close a business case.

Carolyn Belle joined NSR as an analyst in 2014. Her main focus is satellite manufacturing and
Asian regulatory constraints and limited spectrum availability have effectively restricted new operators and
nations to few transponders and thus small satellites. Small satellites traditionally result in a higher cost per

launch markets, and in particular the trends surrounding creation of diversified space architectures. She
also contributes to research in government and military communications markets in addition to participating in the diverse tailored consulting projects undertaken at NSR. Belle received a Master’s degree in

on-orbit transponder than the more efficient large satellites, but EP is one method of sufficiently reducing

Space Management from the International Space University and a Bachelor’s in Biology from the

capex to achieve a competitive per transponder price. With EP as an enabler, a greater portion of the existing

Colorado College.

and emerging Asian market opportunities will look more appealing.
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SATELLITE TRENDS

Eutelsat Quantum,
the Next Generation Satellite
Jacques Dutronc, Chief Development & Innovation Officer, Eutelsat

2014 ended on a record high for the global satellite industry. The Rosetta mission riveted people around the
world, milestone decisions were taken on the design of the future Ariane launcher and the stage was set for
new breakthroughs in satellite technology. For the latter, Eutelsat announced a new satellite concept, called
“Eutelsat Quantum”, a ground-breaking design which will set new standards in terms of flexibility and performance for customers operating in government, mobility and data markets.

A universal satellite, up to one thousand footprints
The innovative software-defined “Eutelsat Quantum” programme will raise the bar for service delivery by
enabling clients for the first time to actively define the performance and flexibility they need from a satellite.
Customers will be able to benefit from premium capacity through footprint-shaping and steering anywhere on
the visible Earth as well as power (Mbps) and frequency band pairing.

Artistic rendering of the Eutelsat Quantum satellite
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A key element of this revolution is that instead of having a set service area, as is the case with traditional sat-

A software-defined programme

FMMJUFT DVTUPNFSTXJMMCFBCMFUPTIBQFUIFGPPUQSJOUUIFZXBOU DIPPTJOHJUTTJ[F QPXFSBOEGSFRVFODZSBOHF

The new “Eutelsat Quantum” design is a first in the commercial satellite industry, enabling satellite footprints

and changing it as many times as they need. “Eutelsat Quantum” will offer them a dynamic response to their

to be designed on-board by software. The complete electronic synthesis of ‘receive’ and ‘transmit’ coverages

changing needs. The variety and possibilities are virtually endless, as up to one thousand service areas can

in the Ku-band, from wide beams to spot beams, are independently configured; which allows multiple, inde-

technically be created.

pendent definitions to be optimised where and when required.

Another characteristic of this extreme flexibility is that the “Eutelsat Quantum” class satellites will also be

As indicated above, the Eutelsat Quantum-class satellite has the capability to rapidly reconfigure resources to

the first generation of universal satellites able to serve any region of the world, across the Ku-band. Possible

eliminate or minimise interference. On board detection of signal characteristics means that a coverage can be

deployment over all three regions defined by the ITU, combined with endless coverage flexibility, means that

reconfigured to isolate any regional impact. Frequency agility can also be used to isolate any interfered fre-

customers will have a rapid response to their changing environment.

quency or channel and power management utilisation can compensate for any performance degradation.
The development of the core technologies integrated into the “Eutelsat Quantum” design will be supported by

Covering all data applications

the European Space Agency (ESA) following the approval by its Council on December 2 of this new pro-

The features of “Eutelsat Quantum” will help customers improve service and optimise the use of satellite

gramme within the framework of a Public-Private Partnership with Eutelsat. The first satellite, to be launched

resources for data applications. Coverage will be steerable to follow maritime, airborne and ground users.

in 2018, will be primed and manufactured by Airbus Defense and Space in the UK using its innovative flexible

Changing requirements can be addressed, enabling customers operating in the maritime market to adapt to

payload technology and a new platform from its affiliate, Surrey SatelliteTechnology Ltd. (SSTL). Both develop-

surges and down periods by allocating resources in different world regions depending on the time of year or

ments are supported by the UK Space Agency.

Communications System
Control Centre

even the time of the day.
For satellite manufacturers and operators, this new-generation programme opens the door for standardisation
This optimisation of performance will also be a plus in extreme cases of disaster recovery where satellite

at the payload and platform levels, with the opportunity of supply chain optimisation so that cycle times can

needs are limited in a specific area and for a specific timeframe. Users will in effect be able to manage

be shortened and production costs lowered.

resources on an ad hoc basis without prior knowledge of regional uncertainties. “Eutelsat Quantum” will also
be particularly relevant for all VSAT verticals, including Oil and Gas, Mining and Utilities.

This new concept will also improve the protection of the integrity of Eutelsat’s fleet. It will be a strong candidate for in-orbit or launch failure protection as it will by definition be able to operate in all Ku-band frequen-

Connectivity for governmental uses will also be served as shifts in theatres of operations can be responded to.

cies of all Eutelsat satellites.

As the beams of “Eutelsat Quantum” satellites can be split into different service areas, the same customer
can benefit for example from coverage of an African country while simultaneously serving a location in U.S.
Electronic configuration also includes on-board jamming detection and mitigation which traditionally requires

Eutelsat, a long history of service innovation

a minimum of two satellites to geolocalise the interference source.

This new concept will revolutionise the traditional satellite paradigm by scaling new heights of flexibility and
unleashing new potential for satellites. Following on from High Throughput Satellite developments that
include the flagship KA-SAT satellite and the all-electric EUTELSAT 172B satellite, Eutelsat remains at the
forefront of innovation with “Eutelsat Quantum”.

Jacques Dutronc joined Eutelsat shortly after it was set up in 1977 and is a member of Eutelsat’s
Executive Committee. He has held various positions in both technical and operational areas. Currently
Chief Development & Innovation Officer, he leads the satellite design team and also heads the
Innovation department. Jacques is a member of the editorial board of the International Journal of
Satellite Communications.
Eutelsat Fleet
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INSIDE APSCCⅠ

Enabling the Connected Device:
What Role for Satellite in the
Asia/Pacific?
APSCC Session at PTC’15

APSCC holds a session at PTC each year with various topics covering major issues in the satellite
industry, and this year there was a topical session held during PTC’15 themed “Enabling the Connected
Device: What Role for Satellite in the Asia/Pacific?” on January 19 in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Mobile connected device usage continues to explode worldwide, placing a strain on terrestrial resources and bandwidth. With Cisco estimating mobile video is now more than half of all mobile network
traffic, spectrum constrained mobile operators face a dilemma: either adapt to the new paradigm or
endure an eroding subscriber base.
This challenge means opportunity for satellite companies, as they enable ever higher bandwidth to
mobile and fixed users in all regions, including the Asia/Pacific. Satellite solutions are a cornerstone of
wireless backhaul in emerging markets and mobility worldwide, but the looming 3G/4G push will test
satellite providers like never before.
The session was led by Christopher Baugh, President of NSR, along with satellite industry experts
including Richard Carden, Senior Vice President of SpeedCast, Frederick Morris, Vice President of
Comtech EF Data, David Bruner, Vice President of Panasonic Avionics, Jacques-Samuel Prolon, General
Manager of Kacific and Mark Ayers, Director of GCI. The panelists shared their experiences in the market and provided an outlook on how are they will be addressing market trends and growth potentials in
mobility and backhaul segments in the Asia Pacific. The session was lively communicated with the
audience across the whole session through interactive Q & As and speakers were attracting the floor
with informative and in-depth contents.
Throughout the year, APSCC plans to organize sessions and forums to address contemporary and core
issues for the satellite industry and we look forward to our subscribers’ active involvement in this.
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INSIDE APSCCⅡ

APSCC Board of Directors

Richard Bowles,

Germantown), then on to satellite operators: Spacenet (American

Arianespace, Singapore

Satellite Company, Contel ASC, GTE Spacenet) and ORBCOMM

Following his Engineer Graduate training

(Global LEO Data Communication Services).

with Rolls Royce Aero Engine and
Loughborough University of Technology,
Sung-Ho Choi, KTSAT, Korea

Richard Bowles moved to Philips’ PYE TVT
division, the group’s company responsible for manufacturing TV

Sung-Ho Choi is Vice President of Business

transmitter networks and installing production TV studios.

Development for KTSAT. He is re responsible for the spacecraft procurement and

A further move, this time into computing technology, with a division

spectrum management in KTSAT. Prior to

of Plessey took him to France where he was responsible for creat-

this, he was Managing Director of Satellite

ing a sales and support organisation for Plessey Microsystems.

Business Department in KT. He has experienced satellite business
more than 25 years in KT. His main career is program manage-

It was in 1986 that he joined Arianespace. It was a challenging

ment of spacecraft procurement since KOREATSAR-1/2 satellite.

time to join Arianespace. At first working in a marketing support

He graduated with a Bachelor of Electronics Engineering from

function he quickly moved to sales and took responsibility for

Yonsei University, Korea in 1988 and obtained Master of Artificial

Turkey and Canada. After successfully proving himself in those

Intelligence in 1990 from Yonsei University, Korea.

areas he was given the responsibility of promoting sales in S.E.
Asia.
Thomas Choi, ABS, Hong Kong
At the 2014 APSCC General Assembly held on September 25, 2014, the following Board of Directors

In 1991 his efforts were rewarded when the first satellite launch

Thomas Choi is the Founder and CEO of

were elected for the term 2015-2016.

contract for Arianespace in South East Asia was signed for

Asia Broadcast Satellite (ABS) and has 20

launching Thaicom 1. Since then many satellite launch contracts

years’ experience in the Satellite and

have been signed by Arianespace for customers in the region.

Aerospace industry. Since ABS’ inception

Mitsutoshi Akao, SKY Perfect JSAT Corporation, Japan

in September 2006, under Mr. Choi’s lead-

Mitsutoshi AKAO is the Executive Officer of Space & Satellite Business at SKY

Mr. Bowles opened Arianespace’s Asean office in December 1996

FSTIJQ "#4IBTBDIJFWFEBOBWFSBHFPGVUJMJ[BUJPOPO"#4

Perfect JSAT Corporation (SJC), a satellite operator providing reliable satellite

and is currently their regional Director for Asean countries.

within the first 2.5 years of operations, and approximately 50%

services over the world with a fleet of 16 satellites, and also operating Japan’s

compounded year-over-year growth in revenue with a fleet of 4

largest DTH platform, “SkyPerfecTV!”

ABS branded satellites from 2007 to 2011. Besides the day to day
Thomas Carroll, ILS, USA

management of ABS, Mr. Choi is deeply involved in both new

Prior to assuming his current role, he was the General Manager responsible for managing Global Sales

For the past fourteen years, TC has been in

business development and enhancing the company’s products and

and Business Development.

sales and marketing functions for ILS. TC’s

services.

areas of responsibilities include Asia,
Africa, Australia, Middle East and the

Prior to ABS, Mr. Choi was the founder and CEO of Speedcast. He

Americas. TC’s primary responsibility is

also worked at Hughes Communications International and at

Philip Balaam joined AsiaSat in 2011 and is responsible for identifying and driv-

working with satellite executives for the launch of their satellite

Rockwell International. He has a MBA and BS in Aerospace

ing new business development and accelerating the strategic planning for the

for their business requirements. ILS primary market is for large

Engineering both from the University of Southern California.

company’s growth in businesses and services.

heavy satellites. ILS has provided direct injection launch services

Philip Balaam, AsiaSat, Hong Kong

as well as dual satellite launch services. TC’s programs included
He has over 20 years of experience in satellite industry and has previously held
management positions in sales, marketing and business development at Arianespace and Astrium.
Mr. Balaam has a Ph.D. in Aerospace Engineering from Pennsylvania State University, and an MBA

UIFGJSTUDPNNFSDJBMNJTTJPOPO1SPUPO.#SFF[F. /JNJRGPS

Sandy Gillio, Thales Alenia Space,

Telesat), the heaviest satellite launched by ILS (6,750 kg for

France

ViaSat), the first commercial GSO mission (OSC for Thor 5) and

Sandy Gillio is Director Asia Pacific for

UIFGJSTUDPNNFSDJBMEVBMMBVODI ,B[TBU4&4GPS04$ 

Thales Alenia Space. He is responsible for

from the Open University.
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the order intake of Thales Alenia Space
TC started his professional career in satellite industry: First with

different business lines for Asia Pacific

satellite ground equipment at M/A-COM DCC (now Hughes

market and has more than 15 years of experience in sales and
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marketing in the space industry.

Hiroshi Koyama,

Deepak Mathur, SES, Singapore

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japan

Deepak Mathur is Senior Vice President,

He was previously in charge of the Export Sales for the

Hiroshi KOYAMA is currently Deputy

Commercial at SES for Asia-Pacific and the

He has worked in the satellite communications market at Space

Telecommunication Business Line for Thales Alenia Space where

General Manager of Space Systems

Middle East. He is responsible for driving

Systems Loral. Further, he has worked on the development and

he successfully closed several satellite and payload contracts

Division at Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

revenues and growth in some of the most

support of space launch vehicles at General Dynamics.

over the past several years.

(“MELCO”).

dynamic markets in the world, while providing customers with world-class satellite services and support.

Prior to joining Thales, he has worked in finance and trading for a

In March 1987, he had received Ph.D., Faculty of Engineering, at

Japanese company and also lived in Beijing, China, for two years

University of Tokyo of Japan and in April of 1987, he had joined in

With close to 20 years of experience in the industry, Deepak has

working for a French bank. Sandy graduated with a Master

.&-$0 BOE TUBSUFE IJT DBSFFS BT $IJFG &OHJOFFS GPS SFOEF[WPVT

a keen understanding of customers’ satellite requirements and

Degree in Trade and Finance from Paris ESLSCA Business School.

and docking system of Engineering Satellite-VII (ETS-VII) & H-II

works directly with them to ensure they have the satellite capaci-

Transfer Vehicle (HTV) in Kamakura Works. Since then, he has

ty they need to achieve their ambitions.

ing operational processes leading to an IPO.

.BUTVNPSJIPMETB#4JOCVTJOFTTGSPN"SJ[POB4UBUF6OJWFSTJUZ
and an MS in Electrical Engineering degree from the University of
"SJ[POB

Daryl Mossman,
Space Systems/Loral, USA

assumed various positions in Kamakura Works, which include
Huang Baozhong,

Deputy Manager of Technical Department of Kamakura Works

Deepak first joined SES in 2001 and brings sales, marketing,

Daryl Mossman is Vice President of mar-

APT Satellite Company Ltd., Hong Kong

which was responsible for management of technical directions.

operations and executive experience to his position. Prior to SES’s

keting and sales for Space Systems/Loral

purchase of GE Americom, Deepak was Managing Director at

(SSL), a full-service provider of communica-

)VBOH#BP[IPOH &YFDVUJWF7JDF1SFTJEFOU
of APT Satellite Company Ltd (APT) is

In April of 2008, he was appointed General Manager of Office for

Americom-Asia Pacific, a joint venture between General Electric

tions satellites and space systems. He is

responsible for marketing and sales.

4QBDF6UJMJ[BUJPOBOE4USBUFHZ1MBOOJOHBU.&-$0)FBE2VBSUFST

and Lockheed Martin, where he helped to establish key strategic

responsible for the marketing and sales of the company’s commu-

Before joining in APT, he had been working

)FXBTSFTQPOTJCMFGPSQSPNPUJOHVUJMJ[BUJPOPGTQBDFJOWBSJPVT

markets for the company across Asia. He has also held leadership

nications satellites and systems in Asia and the Pacific. Mr.

fields such as Quasi Zenith Satellite in the field of navigation.

and sales roles covering the Asia-Pacific region with Echostar,

Mossman has more than 25 years experience in the industry.

in a series of senior positions such as the Vice President of China
Satellite Communications Corporation, Vice President of China

NagraVision and Loral. He also serves on the board of directors at

Direct Broadcast Satellite Company Limited and Vice President of

In April of 2013, he was appointed Deputy General Manager of

China’s SINO Satellite Company Limited.

Space Systems Division, position which sales, marketing and

Mr. Huang graduated as a Master of Science and engaged in the

YahLive, a partnership between SES and YahSat.

Mr. Mossman rejoined SSL in 2010 after a ten-year hiatus when
he worked in sales for a variety of companies in the telecom

business development for MELCO space activities, including com-

Deepak holds a Bachelor’s Degree from Knox College in Illinois

industry including Nominum, BEA Systems., and LongBoard. Prior

mercial satellite business.

and a Masters in International Management from the University

to that, Mr. Mossman was Executive Director of marketing and

of Denver.

sales for SSL from 1997 to 2000.

space industry ever since his graduation. He was a Chinese
licensed lawyer with strong technical and engineering back-

Currently he is a corresponding member of International Academy

ground and accumulated rich experiences in areas relating to

Astronautics (IAA) and a board member of University Space

legal affairs, investment, project management, risk management,

Engineering Consortium (UNISEC).

marketing and sales.

Mr. Mossman earned a BS degree in Engineering from the
Barry Matsumori, SpaceX, USA

University of Michigan and holds a MBA degree from Pepperdine

Barry Matsumori is currently responsible

University.

for all sales and business development at
Lim Kian Soon, SingTel, Singapore

SpaceX, bringing over 25 years of experi-

Eddie Kato,

Kian Soon is responsible for fixed and

ence in technology and business.

Space Partnership International, USA

mobile satellite business in SingTel.

Eddie Kato is a Partner and Executive Vice

Pasifik Satelit Nusantara, Indonesia
Prior to SpaceX, Matsumori worked for several key telecom com-

Dani I. Widjanarko is currently the

President of SPI, a consulting group locat-

Prior to this, he was Regional Head in

panies, primarily at Qualcomm, in developing mobile communica-

Executive Vice President at Pasifik Satelit

ed in Washington DC area, which offers

SingTel, responsible for delivering telecom-

tions technologies and products lines. His most recent role at

Nusantara. Prior to that, he led the

various professional services to clients in

munications and managed services to enterprise customers in

Qualcomm was as Vice President, Wireless Connectivity. In this

Satellite Division of PT Telekomunikasi

Japan, Korea and Greater China.

capacity his responsibilities included product management, mar-

Indonesia, the largest telecommunication operator and as well as

keting, and technical development of mobile telecom module

satellite operator in Indonesia, based in Jakarta. He started his

the space and telecom industry world-wide. Mr. Kato has over 30
years of experience in the space industry. Prior to SPI, he served
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Dani I. Widjanarko,

BT IFBE PG TBMFT JO UXP PSHBOJ[BUJPOT  0SCJUBM 4DJFODFT PG 64"

He graduated with a Bachelor of Information Engineering from

products. He had worked on the development of satellite commu-

career as a Satellite System Engineer. Dani has been involved in

and Thales Alenia Space of France. Prior to these companies,

University of Tsukuba, Japan in 1989 and obtained MBA in 1999

nication infrastructure and terminals at Qualcomm also.

all aspect of operation and maintenance satellite network. Dani

Eddie worked for Lockheed Martin Astro Space (and its predeces-

from University of Leeds, UK.

Matsumori had also worked with early stage technology compa-

was also involved in all Telkom Satellite project as Technical

sor, GE Astro Space) of USA and Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

nies in executive management roles. This included developing

Coordinator. In 2004 He was appointed as a Manager of Satellite

of Japan.

new product lines based on leading edge technologies or matur-

Network Operation and Maintenance.
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SATELLITE INDUSTRY NEWS
ILS Proton Successfully Launches
Inmarsat-5 F2 Satellite

lite services (MSS) division, Station711, to offer a complete

February 1, 2015 - An International Launch Services (ILS)

customers. The combined solution provides a complementary

portfolio of mobile satellite services for maritime and land

1SPUPO #SFF[F . TVDDFTTGVMMZ QMBDFE UIF *ONBSTBU ' *

management and built-in control toolset as well as a versa-

F2) satellite into a super-synchronous transfer orbit (SSTO).

tile value-added services (VAS) suite for operations, IT and

I-5 F2 is the second of three Inmarsat next-generation Global

crew welfare, together with a cost-efficient Inmarsat-based

Xpress satellites scheduled for launch on ILS Proton. The

service. Post- or pre-paid communications services can be

satellite was manufactured by Boeing Satellite Systems

added, as needed, to serve the different functions on board

International and built on the reliable 702HP platform.

TIJQPSJOTJEFUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPO

®

Weighing over 6 metric tons at lift-off, the I-5 F2 satellite
has 89 Ka-band fixed beams and 6 steerable ones. I-5 F2 is

end of its 15-year design life. To generate such high power,

Delnet International Corp. Taps Gilat to
Provide Cellular Backhaul Solution for
SMART

the spacecraft’s two solar wings employ five panels of ultra-

February 2, 2015 - Gilat Satellite Networks Ltd. has been

triple-junction solar cells. Global Xpress will be the first

selected by Delnet International Corp., a Philippine communi-

globally available, high-speed broadband network, delivered

cations solutions provider, to provide a SkyEdge II network

through a single network operator. It will deliver broadband

for 3G and GSM cellular backhaul for SMART

speeds more than 100 times faster than the company’s

Communications. SMART is a wholly-owned cellular net-

fourth generation (I-4) constellation while maintaining, the

work operator and Internet service subsidiary of the

network reliability for which Inmarsat is renowned. Based

Philippine Long Distance Telephone company (PLDT). As part

on Ka-band technology, Global Xpress will offer new oppor-

of the project, Gilat will supply a SkyEdge II network seg-

tunities for end-users in both public and private sectors, to

ment, SkyEdge II Accent VSATs and related services. The

significantly enhance their connectivity and to access band-

majority of the VSATs will replace older SCPC modems that

width-hungry applications, even in the most inaccessible

are currently in use. The SkyEdge II Ku-band network will

regions of the world.

support both 2G and 3G BTS/Node B sites as part of a migra-

designed to generate approximately 15 kilowatts of power at
the start of service and approximately 13.8 kilowatts at the

tion by SMART from older and less efficient VSAT solutions,
and will provide improved bandwidth efficiency and higher

Chunghwa Telecom Collaborates with RR
Media for Mobile Satellite Services in
Taiwan

throughputs. Gilat’s SkyEdge II cellular backhaul solution

February 2, 2015 - RR Media announced that Chunghwa

Access (DAMA) capabilities which allocate satellite capacity

Telecom (CHT), the largest integrated telecom service provid-

to the site as required, resulting in OPEX savings.

er in Taiwan, has teamed up with RR Media’s mobile satel-
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enables network operators to significantly save on satellite
capacity through the use of Dynamic Allocation Multiple

Turksat Selects Hughes JUPITER Technology

WFTTFMT  USBOTQPSUJOH VOJUJ[FE DBSHPFT TVDI BT GPSFTU QSPE-

February 3, 2015 - Hughes Europe, the European operating

ucts, non-ferrous metals and steel. Following a detailed and

and sales unit of Hughes Network Systems, LLC (HUGHES),

thorough tender process, which included all of the key global

the world’s leading provider of broadband satellite solutions

maritime satellite service providers, SpeedCast was selected

and services, today announced that Turksat, the leading sat-

by Gearbulk for its ability to deliver a cutting-edge, globally

ellite operator in Turkey, has selected Hughes’ award-win-

accessible communications solution with a proven reliability

ning JUPITER™ high-throughput (HTS) ground system to

and operational deployment record. The SpeedCast satellite

enhance Turksat’s satellite services across Turkey and neigh-

services will be used aboard 50 cargo vessels and several

boring countries in Europe and the Middle East. This latest

tankers to support Gearbulk’s transition into the global

agreement builds upon the long-standing relationship

broadband VSAT communications era. The vessels will bene-

between the two companies. Through the deployment of the

fit from enhanced operational and crew welfare communica-

innovative JUPITER ground system, Turksat will provide a

tions, all delivered in a financially controllable package by

variety of high-speed Ka-band satellite services to consum-

SpeedCast. With over 40 satellites within its network provid-

FST HPWFSONFOUBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOTJODMVEJOHTDIPPMT BOEOPO

ing reliable and secure, Ku, C and Ka-band capacity,

HPWFSONFOUBM PSHBOJ[BUJPOT 5IFTF TFSWJDFT XJMM CF JOUSP-

SpeedCast’s network delivers unparalleled global connectivi-

duced following the launch of the Turksat 4B satellite, sched-

ty options.

uled for early next year. Employing a novel System on a Chip
(SoC) to power the remote terminals and numerous other
band carriers, the JUPITER system’s modular design makes it

Intelsat and Kymeta Join Forces to Enable
Next Generation Satellite Applications

the ideal, future-proof platform for operators to gain technol-

February 5, 2015 - Intelsat S.A. and Kymeta Corporation,

ogy and cost advantages. In addition to powering the

announced an agreement to design and produce innovative,

HughesNet broadband satellite Internet service in North

flat, electronically steerable, Ku-band mTenna™ satellite

America, the versatile JUPITER platform has been chosen as

BOUFOOBTPMVUJPOTUIBUBSFPQUJNJ[FEGPSUIF*OUFMTBU&QJD/(

the high-throughput satellite technology of choice by opera-

high throughput satellite (HTS) platform. The first Intelsat

tors in Latin America, Russia, Canada, Mexico, Malaysia,

EpicNG satellite is expected to launch in late 2015. Kymeta’s

and the Middle East.

flat, thin, light and low-cost satellite tracking antennas will

advances including enhanced air interface featuring wide-

®

be designed to work seamlessly with Intelsat’s satellite
fleet, providing complete flexibility to establish connectivity
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SpeedCast Delivers 50 Gearbulk Vessels a
Cutting-edge Satellite Communications
Solution

in sectors for which traditional antennas are not currently

February 3, 2015 - SpeedCast International has been award-

minal products across our core application verticals such as

ed a multi-year communications contract from Gearbulk, a

maritime and aero mobility, content delivery and wireless

specialist in high quality shipping services. The new Ku-band

backhaul applications. In addition, it will provide the oppor-

satellite service will provide unrivaled, high-performance

tunity to expand our reach into new verticals such as the

broadband connectivity for mission-critical and social com-

Internet of Things (IoT), machine-to-machine (M2M) and

munications on 50 cargo vessels across the world, taking the

ground transportation which are expected to experience sig-

fleets’ communication capabilities into a new era of connec-

nificant demand over the next 10 years. Kymeta has agreed

tivity. Gearbulk operates one of the world’s largest fleet of

to work exclusively with Intelsat on Ku-band technology

open-hatch gantry craned vessels and open-hatch jib craned

development in certain application verticals.
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practical or feasible. The Intelsat-Kymeta development
agreement is expected to lead to a range of antenna and ter-

United Group Extends Commercial
Relationship with Eutelsat

trips SpaceX will make to the orbiting outpost through 2016
under NASA’s Commercial Resupply Services contract.

February 9, 2015 - United Group and Eutelsat
Communications are further consolidating their longstanding
agreements for capacity on the EUTELSAT 16A satellite that

NTU Partners Thales Alenia Space to
Develop New Satellite Technologies

provides premium reach of United Group’s target markets for

February 11, 2015 - Nanyang Technological University is col-

the Total TV pay-TV platform. United Group is the leading TV

laborating with Thales Alenia Space and Thales teams in

and broadband service provider in South East Europe. Its

Singapore, the only Thales corporate research centre in Asia,

Total TV platform that broadcasts exclusively from the

to develop innovative concepts and technologies for small

EUTELSAT 16A satellite has built a base of over half a mil-

satellites. The partnership aims to leverage the rapidly grow-

lion subscriber homes in Serbia, Slovenia, Montenegro,

ing nano-satellite and microsatellite segments of the global

#PTOJB BOE )FS[FHPWJOB  $SPBUJB BOE ':30 .BDFEPOJB *O

satellite industry which usually refers to satellites less than

addition to securing capacity requirements at the leading

100 kg. The partners will set up a joint research laboratory in

video neighbourhood in South East Europe, Total TV is pre-

NTU named S4TIN, short for Smart Small Satellite Systems -

paring the ground for the complete migration of its multi-

Thales in NTU. The lab brings together the world-renowned

DIBOOFMQMBUGPSNUP.1&(BOE%7#4JOPSEFSUPPQUJNJ[F

heritage of Thales Alenia Space in satellite systems, NTU’s

capacity and increase its HD channel offer. The transition

pioneering research in small satellite platforms and technol-

will start later this month and is expected to be completed

ogies, and the local research and technology capabilities of

by mid-2016.

Thales in Singapore. Several joint projects have been identi-

commercial relationship with the long-term extension of

fied. The first is to develop small and robust infrared cameras that are able to detect changes in the climate from space.

Critical NASA Science Returns to Earth
aboard Spacex Dragon Spacecraft

Another proposed joint research program is to study the use
of satellite technology for maritime security.

February 10, 2015 - SpaceX’s Dragon cargo spacecraft
splashed down in the Pacific Ocean about 7:44 p.m. EST
nearly 3,700 pounds of NASA cargo, science and first-of-its-

Newtec Celebrates 30 Years of Connecting
People

kind technology demonstration samples from the

February 11, 2015 - Newtec, a specialist in designing, devel-

International Space Station. The Dragon spacecraft will be

oping and manufacturing equipment and technologies for

taken by ship to Long Beach, where some cargo will be

satellite communications, kick-started its 30th anniversary

removed and returned to NASA. Dragon will then be pre-

celebrations, announcing significant sales growth and

pared for a return trip to SpaceX’s test facility in McGregor,

expanding into new markets. Founded in 1985 by two engi-

Texas, for processing. Dragon is the only space station

neers with a vision, Dirk Breynaert, the company’s current

resupply spacecraft able to return a significant amount of

CTO, and Jean-Marie Maes, Newtec is today one of the

cargo to Earth. The spacecraft lifted off atop a SpaceX

XPSMET UPQ QMBZFST *O QBSUJDVMBS  /FXUFDT TQFDJBMJ[BUJPO JO

Falcon 9 rocket from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in

Research and Development (R&D) paved the way to its

Florida on Jan. 10 carrying more than 5,000 pounds of sup-

FYUFOTJWFQPSUGPMJPPGJOOPWBUJPOT QBSUOFSTIJQT TUBOEBSEJ[B-

plies and elements to support 256 scientific investigations

tions and industry recognition for broadcast, government and

and arrived at the orbiting complex two days later on Jan.

defense, IP trunking and consumer and enterprise VSAT.

12. The mission was the fifth of at least 12 cargo resupply

Through its expertise and cooperation with its customers,

Tuesday 259 miles southwest of Long Beach, California, with
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Newtec has made the world a safer, more informed and con-

GEO-Kompsat-2B (GK2B) will be orbited by Ariane 5 launch-

nected place. Over the last several years, Newtec has per-

ers in May 2018 and March 2019 from the Guiana Space

formed strongly in its core markets, pointing to market evolu-

Center, Kourou, French Guiana. For nearly 25 years now,

2015

tion and its strong performance in the Direct to Home (DTH),

Arianespace and Korea’s satellite technology research cen-

broadcast systems, consumer and enterprise markets as key

ters have developed a sound relationship, with the launch of

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

drivers for its success in 2014 which saw a 20% sales

both scientific microsatellites and the COMS multi-mission

growth. The company will retain its focus while also putting

satellite. GEO-Kompsat-2A (GK2A) and GEO-Kompsat-2B

a stronger emphasis on fast growing markets, including High

(GK2B) will be the seventh and eighth satellites launched by

Throughput Satellite (HTS), oil and gas and cellular backhaul.

Arianespace for South Korea. Each of the GEO-Kompsat-2

APSCC Officers

satellites will weigh about 3,500 kg. at launch, and will be

PRESIDENT

positioned in geostationary orbit at 128.2 degrees East. The

Paul Brown-Kenyon
MEASAT

10-12

CABSAT 2015 t Dubai, UAE t www.cabsat.com

11-12

GVF Satellite Hub Summit @ CABSAT 2015 t Dubai, UAE t
www.cabsat.com/Content/GVF-Satellite-Hub-Summit-1-2/10_80/

SES Brings Ultra HD Channel to the UK and
Ireland

satellites will be built by KARI at its facility in Daejeon,
South Korea. The two governmental GEO-Kompsat-2 satel-

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

16-19

Satellite 2015 t Washington DC, USA t www.satellitetoday.com/events/

February 12, 2015 - SES has announced that its Ultra High

lites will primarily perform meteorological observation and

Definition (UHD) demonstration channel is now available in

space weather monitoring (GK2A), and ocean and Earth envi-

Thomas Choi
ABS

25-26

Oil and Gas Telecommunications t London, UK t www.smi-online.co.uk

the UK and Ireland. Broadcast via ASTRA 2E at 28.2 degrees

ronmental monitoring (GK2B).

East, the new channel will simulcast the UHD demonstration
channel that is currently at SES’s primary European orbital
position of 19.2 degrees East. The Ultra HD content is broad-

Airbus Defence and Space to Build SES-14

cast using the DVB UHD-1 Phase 1 signaling specifications

February 16, 2015 - Airbus Defence and Space has been

and is encoded in the HEVC Main 10 standard. The channel

awarded a contract by SES to design and develop SES-14, a

features a mix of colorful and extremely detailed scenes that

highly innovative telecommunications satellite. SES-14 is the

demonstrate the clarity of Ultra HD television along with

first high-power satellite in the 4-tonne class. It will be

GPPUBHFPG4&4TIFBERVBSUFSTJO#FU[EPSG*UDBOCFSFDFJWFE

based on Airbus Defence and Space’s ultra-reliable Eurostar

with a standard satellite dish connected to a state-of-the-art

platform in its E3000e variant, which exclusively uses elec-

Ultra HD flat screen TV featuring an integrated satellite

tric propulsion for orbit raising (EOR), taking advantage of the

tuner and HEVC decoder. Through its collaboration with

reduction in mass that this technology enables with an

industry partners, SES is signaling its determination to con-

exceptionally large payload. The satellite combining power

tinue to lead the UHD experience and make it a commercial

and flexibility will have a double mission. The first will be a

SFBMJUZ*OPSEFSUPQSPNPUFUIJT57SFWPMVUJPO 4&4JTPSHBOJ[-

wide-beam payload of C and Ku-band, covering the Americas

ing this very day a conference on Ultra HD in London, gather-

plus a link to Europe. The other payload, called High

ing the UK industry experts to discuss this trend and its

Throughput Satellite (HTS) with numerous user beams, will

future.

combine an on-board processor with multi-beam coverage of
the Americas and the North Atlantic. SES-14 will carry seven
antennas. It will have a take-off weight of 4,200 kg and an

Arianespace to Launch GEO-Kompsat 2A
and 2B satellites for Korea Aerospace
Research Institute

electric power of 16 kW. The satellite is scheduled for launch

February 13, 2015 - The Korea Aerospace Research Institute

the type of launcher used. Its nominal operational position

(KARI) has chosen Arianespace to launch the two satellites

will be 47.5/48 degrees West. It has been designed to

in its GEO-Kompsat-2 program. GEO-Kompsat-2A (GK2A) and

remain in service in orbit for more than 15 years.

in late 2017 and its electric propulsion system will enable it
to reach geostationary orbit in four months, depending on

Huang Baozhong
APT Satellite Company Ltd.
Richard Bowles
Arianespace

APRIL

Philip Balaam
AsiaSat

11-16

NAB 2015 t Las Vegas, USA t www.nabshow.com

13-16

31st Space Symposium t Colorado Springs, CO, USA t www.SpaceSymposium.org

29-30

M2M for Oil and Gas t London, U.K. t
www.smi-online.co.uk/2015m2m-oilandgas1.asp

Thomas Carroll
ILS
Sung-Ho Choi
KTSAT
Hiroshi Koyama
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
Dani Indra
TELKOM Indonesia
Deepak Mathur
SES
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MAY
13-14

MilSatCom Asia t Singapore t www.milsatcomasia.com

19-20

Australasia Satellite Forum 2015 t Sydney, Australia t
http://talksatellite.com/ASF2015Agenda.htm

25-26

SatCom Africa t Johannesburg, South Africa t
www.terrapinn.com/exhibition/satcomafrica/

26-28

Global Space & Satellite Forum 2015 t Dubai, UAE t www.gssforum.com

Lim Kian Soon
SingTel
Mitsutoshi Akao
SKY Perfect JSAT
Eddie Kato
Space Partnership International
Daryl Mossman
Space Systems/Loral
Barry Matsumori
SpaceX
Sandy Gillio
Thales Alenia Space
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dr. Seong Joong Kim
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MARCH

JUNE
2-5

CommunicAsia2015 t Singapore t www.CommunicAsia.com

3

SatComm2015 t Singapore t www.communicasia.com/conference/

28-29

ICSSC 2015 International Conference on Satellite and Space Communications t
London, U.K. t www.waset.org/conference/2015/06/london/ICSSC

Q1. 2015
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APSCC is a non-profit, international regional association representing all
sectors of satellite and space related industries. APSCC membership is
PQFO UP BOZ HPWFSONFOU CPEZ  QVCMJD BOE QSJWBUF PSHBOJ[BUJPO 
association, or corporation that is involved in satellite services, broadcasting, manufacturing, launch services, risk
management or associate fields such as datacasting, informatics, multi-media, telecommunications, and other outer
space-related activities with interests in the Asia-Pacific region.
APSCC aims to exchange views and ideas on technologies, systems, policies and outer space activities in general
along with satellite communications including broadcasting for the betterment of the Asia-Pacific region. Conferences,
GPSVNT  XPSLTIPQT  TVNNJUT  TZNQPTJVNT  BOE FYIJCJUJPOT BSF PSHBOJ[FE UISPVHI SFHJPOBM DPPSEJOBUJPO JO PSEFS UP
discuss issues that affect the industries and to promote and accelerate the efficient introduction of outer space
activities, new services and businesses via satellites.
*O PSEFS UP EJTTFNJOBUF JOEVTUSZ SFMBUFE JOGPSNBUJPO  "14$$ QVCMJTIFT B RVBSUFSMZ TBUFMMJUF NBHB[JOF BT XFMM BT B
NPOUIMZ FOFXTMFUUFS  XIJDI BSF EJTUSJCVUFE XPSMEXJEF UP NFNCFST BOE PUIFST 5IF RVBSUFSMZ NBHB[JOF BOE PUIFS
publications are available on the Web at www.apscc.or.kr.
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